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Bit on the short side (~6 hours to finish main story but without 100% achievements which can take long time), very fun,
challenging game with absolutely god tier music and sprite\/pixel art which could easily be placed on metal album cover and
nobody would suspect it's a game. It is so crisp and enjoyable you might see yourself just dying to various enemies and traps just
to see the art of the deaths.
I recommend the game and hope that developers make another one, be it sequel, DLC or something new in similar style.
Nice job.. When I bought this content the audio files were broken. The developers have fixed it, in my opinion it is worth
buying now.. Contrary to the other reviews, all the tracks work perfectly fine for me. Seems like it was fixed. Regardless, the art
that's included is pretty good too. I'd say this DLC is a tad pricey in comparison to the regular game, however. So, yeah. If you
enjoy the main game, this is a pleasant companion to it.. Like others, I also bought this DLC for its music, but they are simply
corrupted.
When I tried to contact the developers, they gave me no answer.
If you do want the music, there is no way to obtain it, so I not recommend this DLC.. wow very good game is like mixer viking
metal and old school games
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